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Workshop 1. Understanding drug trends and 

developments (surveys and related data GPS group). 

Peggy van der Pol 
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• Passion 4 methodologically sound GPS & struggeling 2 give 
meaning to results 

• Risk & protective factors may aid interpretation and 
information relevant by itself - e.g. tobacco/alcohol 

• What is optimal frequency of (multiple)surveys? - costs vs. 
timeliness 

• With current methods we need higher last year/month 
prevalence of drug use (other than cannabis)...  -or larger 
samples 

• Online surveys provide cost + power gains, and pose 
methodological challenges 



Workshop 2. Estimating the magnitude the more 

intensive forms of drug use – what do we need and 

where do we go (PDU group). Martin Busch 
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• New PDU estimates from Portugal, Greece, Albania were 

presented – partly new methods. 

• Guidelines for High risk cannabis use estimations should 

be updated / clarified 

• Information and exchange are very important – especially 

concerning methods dealing with the new elements of the 

HRDU definition. 

• There is a need to go in depth with the data (e. g, 

REITOX academies involving 2 or three countries and 

presenting of the results at the KI-expert meeting). 

 



Workshop 3. The role and value of data from drug 

treatment services (TDI expert group). Martta Forsell 
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Long-term issues:  

• Expanding the scope beyond drugs?   

• Alcohol, gambling, co-morbidity… 
 

• Client-level data to EMCDDA? 
 

Medium-term challenges:   

• Better understanding of the TDI 3.0 data   

• Explore further linkages to other KIs and beyond  

 

Short-term challenge:    

• TDI Prevalence implementation    

 



Workshop 4. Reporting on drug related harms 

(focused on DRD). Thomas Clausen 
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Context & Achievement 

• Moving from cross-sections to monitoring long-term trends 

Challenges 

• Rapidly changing trends (within and between country) 

• Different interpretation of EMCDDA definition (implemented 2002/06) 

• Differences in data quality and coding practices 

• New substances/codes not specified in data 

• Inherent underreporting of drug-induced deaths (20-50%?) 

Strategies 

• Continue work with standardisation and quality of reporting 

• Encourage complimentary sources of information (SRs) 

• Local expert groups & audit of coding practices 

• Advisory groups thematic meetings with specific focus  

• Better connection of early warning systems and GMRs 

 



Workshop 9. Early warning threat assessment and 

routine monitoring: challenges of more rapid reporting. 

Margriet van Laar 
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• Multiple substances and multiple indicators. Interacting 
markets 

• Use of monitoring data for evaluating interventions (take - 
away naloxone kits and drug-related death) 

• Be aware of and open for unexpected trends (youthing of 
heroin users)  

•  Need for governmental support. Make monitoring and 
research part of drug strategy (funding for monitoring and 
evaluation) 

• Importance of establishing networks of experts and 
professionals 



Workshop 10. Adapting to the modern world: the 

opportunities and challenges posed by new 

technologies; the challenge of online and virtual world. 

Sabrina Molinaro 
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• Demand should make sense and avoid overload (new 

technologies create infinite numbers of data needs) 

 

• Cross system linkage will require high standardisation 

 

• The risk of new truths? Strong methodological 

comparative studies are needed to assess new biases 



Workshop 11. Making monitoring data speak louder to 

policy and more clearly to inform best practice. 

Catherine Comiskey  
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• Overall the workshop was well received and the use of 

monitoring data and modelling for best practice was 

wellcomed 

• Future work should be based on local needs and countru 

but applicable universally across countries 

• Supports needed for models of communication, 

strategies, evaluation of services, implementation 

frameworks, training and cost effectiveness 

• The EMCDDA can be used to develop these models and 

informing knowledge exchange 


